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VIEWPOINT

ENGINE MRO
New engine designs
present new MRO challenges

AIRLINE INNOVATION
Carriers push boundaries
to maximise revenues

INDIAN AIRLINES
Despite a huge market,
regulations hinder development

Annus horribilis or annus mirabilis?

DEPENDING UPON WHERE YOU SIT, whether it’s in Renton, Wash-
ington or Chicago in the US or Toulouse in France, and depending 
upon which sector of the aviation industry you work in, this past year 
was, to borrow from Dickens, the best of times or the worst of times.

On the positive side of things, millions of people are still travelling 
and buying plane tickets, although figures show the breakneck growth 
of the past few years is ameliorating somewhat. New technologies like 
biometric screening are helping smooth the way for passengers and 
other new technologies are helping airlines monitor the health of their 
fleets in real-time to help cut down on maintenance time and dollars.

Other new developments like passenger drones are also making 
great strides with plans afoot on several continents to develop 
taxi-like pilotless vehicles to whiz passengers from place to place. 
How long before these become a daily reality remains to be seen 
as regulators, as usual, are lagging behind the developers in making 
rules for the new sector.

Unfortunately for many, there’s more negative to the year’s events 
than positive. Bill Gates and Warren Buffet, two of the wealthiest 
men in the world, were once asked to write down in one word the 
secret to their success. They both wrote the word focus. It appears 
that many companies have lost that sense of focus, which in turn 
has cost lives and billions of dollars in losses.

The most obvious aviation company to have lost focus is Boe-
ing. After two 737 MAX crashes that killed almost 350 people, the 
company says that safety is now its top priority. The company had 
earlier been focused on competing with the Airbus A320 when it 
was introduced and in developing the MAX, was more concerned 
about its P&L sheet and the results were obvious.

Another company that seems to want to be anything but an 
airline is AirAsia. Headed by Tony Fernendes, the company has 
lost its focus on being a great airline and instead is spending time 
and manpower developing a restaurant business, and most re-
cently announced it was setting up a side company with Universal 
Music Group called RedRecords. It was telling that in the press 
release, AirAsia Group described itself as a “travel and lifestyle 
company”. Fernandes said his company was now “focused on 
transforming the airline into a global digital travel and lifestyle 
leader”. I’d prefer they focus on being the best and safest airline.

Another airline that lost its focus was Cathay Pacific. Hong Kong’s 
flag carrier incurred the wrath of Chinese authorities when its 
top officials at first took a hands-off approach to employees who 

supported the pro-democracy protests that have cut travel to and 
from the city. Those top Cathay officials got a lesson in power when 
China threatened its mainland business and they reversed course 
and starting sacking employees who even voiced support for the 
protesters but did not directly participate.

In the outlook for the year ahead, airlines in Asia, and indeed, 
almost any company that does business with China, should pay 
attention to Cathay’s predicament. China is rising and will continue 
to do so and it will demand you play the game by its rules.

Looking ahead as well we can expect more consolidation in the 
MRO space, a greater focus on services and a change in the reg-
ulatory environment. That last change is thanks to Boeing in a way, 
because of the way the MAX was approved and certified by the US 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Many certifications of systems 
on the plane were left to Boeing to “self-certify” in many ways and 
where once other countries would take the FAA’s word for something, 
that appears no longer to be the case. Despite pleas from industry 
associations for global regulators to work in concert, many have 
decided to chart their own course on allowing the MAX to fly again.

Good year or bad year, it depends on where you sit.

Matt Driskill EDITOR

matt.driskill@asianaviation.com

FROM THE PUBLISHER
As 2019 draws to a close I would  
like to wish our readers a very happy  

and safe festive season. I also sincerely  
thank my editorial and production team  
for their ongoing efforts in producing the  
very best, concise and current newsworthy  
coverage presented in the pages of AAV. 

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
— MARILYN TANGYE BUTLER
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APERTUS AVIATION JOINS THE 
AIR CHARTER ASSOCIATION 
APERTUS Aviation has joined The Air 
Charter Association. The association, which 
is the world’s leading trade organisation 
for companies and individuals providing 
aircraft charter services, aims to raise and 
promote the highest standards of conduct 
and professionalism in the aviation industry. 
APERTUS Aviation, which is headquartered 
in Hong Kong, is a business jet charter 
consultancy and offers charter and flight 
management services to private jet users 
across Asia and Europe.

JET AVIATION INCREASES 
GLOBAL FLEET WITH  
NEW AIRCRAFT ADDITIONS 
Jet Aviation has added 36 aircraft to its 
global aircraft management fleet, with 
12 of the new acquisitions based in Asia 
and EMEA and the remaining aircraft 
based in the US. Jet Aviation’s latest fleet 
acquisitions are predominantly large-
body aircraft, with those deployed in Asia 
and EMEA including the region’s first 
Gulfstream G500 and Airbus A330. The 12 
new aircraft are equally spread between 
Asia, the Middle East and Europe, with 
three of them available for charter including 
a Bombardier Global Express, a Boeing 
BBJ1 and a Gulfstream G650.

VISTAJET WINS TITLE OF BEST  
OPERATOR FOR THE FOURTH 
CONSECUTIVE YEAR
VistaJet was crowned Best AOC Charter 
Operator for the fourth consecutive year at 
the recently held AsBAA Icons of Aviation 
Awards (IOA) in Hong Kong. The news 
comes as the  company is celebrating 
its 15-year anniversary and with the 
announcement it will introduce the first 
fleet of Bombardier Global 7500 aircraft to 
its worldwide fleet of 115 aircraft next year. 

M
ET

RO
JE

T

Metrojet facility reaches construction 
milestone
Metrojet has announced that its new hangar, parking and maintenance facility in Clark in 
the Philippines had achieved a construction milestone with the stress erection of the hangar 
roof structure. The new hangar facility has a clear span of 110m x 63m depth, and a height 
of 21.5m. When completed, the new hangar will have over 7,000m2 of floor space, allowing 
it to accommodate up to 10 long-range business jets, including Boeing Business and Airbus 
Corporate jets. While an attached two-storey annex building at the rear of the hangar will 
provide space for staff and customer offices, workshops, stores, plus additional room for a 
dedicated fixed-base operator. Metrojet expects the new hangar facility to be operational 
in the second quarter of 2020. — BENN MARKS

H
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HK BELLAWINGS ADDS 
FIRST GULFSTREAM G650ER  
TO FLEET

HK Bellawings announced it had added a 
Gulfstream G650ER to its fleet, the first of 
the type to join the company’s managed 
aircraft fleet. The ultra-long-range, large 
cabin business jet, which is capable of flying 7,500nm sectors, will be managed by the 

company. HK Bellawings now has 17 aircraft 
types from six aircraft manufacturers in its 
managed aircraft fleet. — BENN MARKSTEXTRON DEVELOPS CITATION 

LONGITUDE FOR JAPANESE CIVIL 
AVIATION BUREAU
Textron Aviation announced it was configuring 
a newly certified Cessna Citation Longitude for 
flight inspection missions. The aircraft is being 
modified for the Japanese Civil Aviation Bureau 
and will conduct flight validation and flight 
inspection operations. Delivery of the highly 
specialised jet is expected in 2021. 

TAG AVIATION ASIA ADDS GULFSTREAM G280 JET TO FLEET 

TAG Aviation Asia recently announced it 
had added a Gulfstream G280 super-mid-
size business jet to its managed aircraft 
fleet. Gulfstream aircraft are strongly rep-
resented in the company ’s fleet with 40 
percent of its aircraft being Gulfstream 
business jets. These range in size from the 
super-midsize G200 and G280; the large 

cabin G450 and G550, and ultra-long-
range, large cabin G650ER. This devel-
opment follows the announcement the 
company had also won the Best Manage-
ment Company/Operator and Best Charter 
Brokerage awards for 2019 at the AsBAA 
Icons of Aviation Awards in Hong Kong. — 

BENN MARKS
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New orders for Leonardo as helicopter 
business makes progress
Leonardo announced a number of new orders from the oil and gas sector at the Dubai Air-
show in November, as well as a new urban mobility concept. The developments come as 
the manufacturer’s helicopter sector is performing positively, based on Leonardo’s recently 
released financial report.

During the Dubai Airshow, Leonardo signed contracts for five helicopters with Abu 
Dhabi Aviation (ADA), the largest commercial helicopter operator in the Middle East. The 
deal comprises three intermediate AW139s and two light-intermediate AW169s for delivery 
in 2020. ADA already operates 16 AW139s, primarily supporting the oil and gas industry. 
The new aircraft will also be deployed in the resources sector, both within and beyond the 
United Arab Emirates. Local support for the helicopters will be provided by AgustaWestland 
Aviation Services, which is a joint venture of ADA and Leonardo. The order is in response 
to ADA anticipating “high demand” for its services in 2020.

The manufacturer also announced in Dubai that Petroleum Air Services of Egypt will 
add a sixth AW139 to its fleet by the end of 2019. The helicopter will be used for offshore 
transportation services in Egypt. The company has been using the AW139 in the oil and 
gas sector in the country since 2009, with over 12,900 flight hours logged and 95,000-plus 
passengers carried.

Leonardo is teaming up with Falcon Aviation Services on a new rotorcraft-dedicated 
terminal concept for Dubai to be operational in 2020. The concept combines a helipad, 
showroom and lounge areas in a single city-based heliport. The terminal will be established 
in Dubai close to the Expo 2020 area to support helicopter transport services to and from the 
site. The terminal is likely to be the first of a series of such operations worldwide in Europe, 
North and South America and Southeast Asia in response to regional demands for urban 
mobility and improved levels of service, says Leonardo. — EMMA KELLY

VOLOCOPTER LAUNCHES 
HEAVY-LIFT VOLODRONE

Passenger urban air mobility specialist Vo-
locopter has launched an unmanned, elec-
tric, heavy-lift utility drone and announced 
agriculture machinery company John Deere 
as its first partner to demonstrate real-life 
applications for the vehicle. The VoloDrone, 
which recently made its first flight, is capa-
ble of carrying loads up to 200kg (440lbs) 
over a distance of 40km and is aimed at 
the logistics, agriculture, infrastructure and 
public services sector.

Based on technology developed for the 
Volocopter, including 18 rotors and swappa-
ble lithium-ion batteries, the VoloDrone can 
be remotely piloted or flown in automated 
mode on pre-set routes. It features a stand-
ardised rail attachment system, commonly 
used in aerospace and logistics, and is capa-
ble of accommodating a variety of payloads, 
carried in the space between its landing gear. 
This includes a pallet with packages, a sling, 
sprayer or other customised equipment.

Volocopter envisages numerous user cas-
es for the VoloDrone, including transport-
ing heavy packages to remote locations. 
— EMMA KELLY

MI-38 MAKES 
INTERNATIONAL DEBUT

Russian helicopters’ Mi-38 civilian heli-
copter has made its international debut, 
appearing at the Dubai Airshow in Novem-
ber. The helicopter, featuring a luxury cabin, 
was in the static and flight displays. The 
helicopter ’s interior features “cutting-edge 
technical solutions”, according to the man-
ufacturer. The engines are located behind 
the main rotor transmission instead of the 
traditional forward placement, which re-
sults in reduced aerodynamic resistance 
and noise levels in the cockpit, as well as 
increased safety. The manufacturer also 
presented internationally the light VRT500 
project for the first time, which was show-
cased as part of a city transportation pro-
gramme. — EMMA KELLY
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MRO News
JAPAN TRANSOCEAN AIR  
SUPPORTED BY  
ST ENGINEERING
Japan Transocean Air, a subsidiary of Japan 
Airlines Group, has signed a 15-year engine 
maintenance-by-the-hour agreement 
with ST Engineering. ST Engineering will 
provide MRO solutions including off-
wing maintenance, on-wing services and 
technical support to the airline’s fleet of 
B737NG aircraft commencing in 2020. 
President of Japan Transocean Air Noriyuki 
Aoki said: “We believe this customised 
MBH programme will bring even greater 
value-add to our business through stability 
in engine operations in order to provide the 
highest possible standards in reliability and 
on-time performance for our customers.” 

M
TU

Malaysia Airlines signs with  
MTU Maintenance on engines 
Malaysia Airlines and MTU Maintenance have signed an exclusive 10-year contract for the 
airline’s CFM56-7B, the powerplant for their fleet of Boeing 737-800 aircraft. The contract 
covers the MRO for more than 100 engines, including leased engines, and will run until 
they are phased-out. The engines will be maintained at MTU’s Zhuhai facility with support 
from other MTU CFM-56 facilities in Germany and Canada. MTU’s services include their 
PERFORM solution for newer engines which is designed to optimise on-wing time and for 
more mature engines the SAVE solution will minimise costs as they near the end of life 
phase. “We are delighted to be partnering with MTU Maintenance,” says Captain Izham 
Ismail, Group CEO of Malaysia Airlines. “We are confident that MTU will provide the flexi-
ble, reliable service needed to keep our B737-800 fleet safely flying as well as an optimised 
cost per flight hour that supports our bottom line. MTU Aero Engines chief programme 
officer Michael Schreyogg says: “MTU is proud to be supporting Malaysia Airlines with our 
exceptional and intelligent solutions as their CFM56-7B engines enter the mature stage of 
their lifecycle. We look forward to proactively managing Malaysia Airlines’ fleet, maximising 
engine usage and reducing cost for our partner.” — MICHAEL DORAN

PRATT & WHITNEY EXPANDS 
ENGINEWISE SERVICES

Pratt & Whitney secured two EngineWise 
agreements in November covering GTF 
engines on the A320 family fleets of Viet-
nam Airlines and China Southern Airlines. 
It signed a 12-year comprehensive service 
agreement with Vietnam Airlines for the 
fleet of 20 A321neo aircraft that first entered 
service in 2018. “Vietnam Airlines’ objective 
is to have the highest level of safety, per-
formance and reliability on our entire fleet 
which includes the GTF-powered aircraft,” 
said Dang Ngoc Hoa, executive vice pres-
ident of Vietnam Airlines. “With Pratt and 
Whitney’s EngineWise services solutions 
we are able to optimise our fleet and better 
serve our customers.”

P&W also signed a 12-year EngineWise 
agreement with China Southern Airlines 
for the GTF engines powering its fleet of 24 
A320neo aircraft. P&W President Commercial 
Engines Customer Business China Yogesh 
Farswani said: “We are thrilled to sign our first 
EngineWise services agreement with China 
Southern and help the airline to manage their 
engine fleet more efficiently. EngineWise is our 
commitment to integrate our engine expertise 
and fleet intelligence into services for our cus-
tomers.” — MICHAEL DORAN

AI
RB

U
S

FIJI AIRWAYS GOES WITH AFI KLM FOR A350

AFI KLM E&M has added Fiji Airways to its 
growing list of A350 components support 
customers operating more than 170 of these 
aircraft.  Fiji Airways has agreed to a long-
term agreement giving it access to AFI KLM’s 
expert services in components repair, logis-
tics and spare parts via the main base kit and 
parts pool. This agreement extends the rela-
tionship which began in 2013 for the airline’s 

fleet of A330 aircraft and will be supported by 
the Singapore Component Solutions repair 
facility. Fiji Airways CEO Andre Viljoen said: 
“The faith that these major international com-
panies have shown in AFI KLM E&M reflects 
the quality of the solutions it has developed. 
We now have the reassurance of being able 
to count on the expertise of a solid and reli-
able partner. — MICHAEL DORAN
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Interiors News

ETIHAD, JETLITE, LHT AND SCHOTT PARTNER ON HUMAN-CENTRIC LIGHTING

Etihad Engineering, Jetlite, Lufthansa Tech-
nik and Schott have teamed up to further 
explore and promote human-centric light-
ing technology for aircraft cabins with the 
aim of bringing the technology to market. 
The partnership combines Schott’s lighting 
expertise, Jetlite’s holistic lighting solution 
to reduce jetlag and Etihad Engineering’s 
and LHT ’s expertise in aircraft systems 
integration, design, certification and in-
novation.

The agreement , signed at the Dubai 
Airshow in November, aims to deliver an 
effective system for automated cabin light-
ing scenarios that will positively affect air 
travellers’ wellbeing on multiple time zone 
flights by reducing jetlag and headaches 
and delivering higher concentration and 
energy levels.

The system will be based on Schott’s He-
lioJet LED cabin lighting technology that 
delivers homogenous light distribution and 

high colour stability throughout the cabin. 
That system will be combined with Jetlite’s 
intelligent automation software integrated 
with LHT’s Nice cabin lighting control sys-
tem. The system permanently calculates 
and executes the optimum illumination se-
quence for any flight route and phase or 
any desired lighting choreography without 
the need for any intervention by cabin crew. 
The system was on display at the Dubai Air 
Show. — EMMA KELLY

BO
EI

N
G

Aircraft cabins  
get smart
Aircraft cabins are getting increasingly 
“smart” with a number of intelligent tech-
nology research projects underway. Safran 
Cabin has launched flight trials of its SOPHY 
smart trolley solution on-board Boeing’s lat-
est ecoDemonstrator 777, while Recaro Air-
craft Seats has started testing its connected 
seats in conjunction with TAP Air Portugal.

Safran’s SOPHY is a smart trolley solution 
that is aimed at controlling and optimising 
onboard catering operations. The device col-
lects, shares and communicates in real-time 
accurate data on catering supplies with oth-
er SOPHY-activated units through a “mesh 
network”. This allows operators to reduce 
catering costs by preventing and minimising 
inefficiencies due to mishandling, misplace-
ment or misinformation, says Safran.

As part of Boeing’s latest ecoDemonstra-
tor programme, which is the manufacturer’s 
technology test platform, SOPHY will detect 
multiple on-board processes, such as cater-
ing handovers, cabin service duration and 
the trolley’s location in the aisle and galley. 
SOPHY is one of 50 new technologies being 
evaluated as part of the latest ecoDemon-
strator round.

SOPHY is part of the manufacturer’s Smart 
System Integrator Galley that was devel-
oped by Safran specifically for the ecoDe-
monstrator. The galley features numerous 
sensors and technologies, including access 
points for communication to Boeing and the 

iCabin network; a connected electrical oven; 
connected e-locks; a connected e-panel; 
and integrated and connected sensors for 
monitoring noise, temperature and humidity.

The Smart System Integrator Galley pro-
vides real-time updates on non-value-added 
tasks performed by cabin crew during turn-
around; efficient control and health monitor-
ing of galley systems; improved monitoring, 
automation and quality control of galley and 
catering processes, according to Safran.

Meanwhile, a TAP Airbus A321 is flying 
with Recaro’s connected seats in a six-
month trial. The aircraft features Recaro’s 
BL3530 Economy Class seat equipped with 
sensors to gather data on seat performance 
and generic behaviour during flight. Recaro 
says the iSeat is the “first ever Economy 
Class seat to be designed, certified and 
installed as an ‘intelligent seat’”.

Via the sensors, the seat registers whether 
the seat is occupied, how many times a pas-
senger uses the tray table, raises the armrest, 
reclines the seat and whether the seatbelt is 
fastened. Data is retrieved every two months 
and analysed for future investigations, such 
as tracking passenger seating preferences 
and monitoring maintenance requirements.

“This is a momentous innovation in the 
aviation connectivity history and a great 
achievement for the entire team who made 
this project a success,” says Dr Mark Hiller, 
CEO of Recaro. “As a solution provider first 
and foremost, we aim to develop inventive, 
premium products that will revolutionise 
the future of aircraft seats,” he adds. TAP 
believes the project will help Recaro and air-
lines develop the next generation of aircraft 
seats with increased comfort and safety 
standards. — EMMA KELLY
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Industry News

ACI: GLOBAL CARBON ACCREDITATION PROGRAMME REPORTS SOLID GROWTH

Airports Council International (ACI) re-
leased its latest report on carbon accred-
itation at its 13th ACI Airport Exchange in 
Abu Dhabi and said airports around the 
world are taking the lead in boosting their 
green credentials. For the year from May 
2018 to May 2019, 274 airports globally have 
been accredited at one level or another, a 
16 percent increase over the previous year.

Since May 2018, 14 more airports have 
joined the programme and became certi-
fied at one of its four levels of accreditation 
(Mapping, Reduction, Optimisation & Neu-
trality) — rounding up the total number of 
accredited airports to 288, ACI said. Out of 

these, 147 are in Europe, 53 in Asia-Pacific, 
47 in North America, 27 in Latin America & 
the Caribbean and 14 in Africa.

Angela Gittens, director general, ACI 
World, said: “Airports have been hard at 
work to deliver tangible CO2 reductions 
through Airport Carbon Accreditation. It 
has been a decade since the launch of 
the programme and it keeps on growing, 
both in the number of airports coming 
on board and in the level of ambition for 
carbon management. In its tenth year, 49 
participating airports upgraded to a more 
demanding level of accreditation, the high-
est ever reported.”

She added: “From May 2018 to May 2019, 
accredited airports succeeded in collective-
ly reducing the CO2 emissions under their 
control by 322,297 tonnes, a reduction of 
4.9 percent. Additionally, the 50 airports at 
the highest level of Airport Carbon Accred-
itation contributed to a further reduction 
of  710,673 tonnes of CO2 in other sectors 
through offsets aimed at balancing out their 
residual emissions. Their choices in terms 
of offsetting were framed by our recently 
developed Offsetting Guidance Document, 
which sets new requirements and recom-
mendations to help them procure offsets of 
the highest quality.” — MATT DRISKILL

China Southern Airlines, SpiceJet, VietJet 
and Vistara have been recognised among 
Asia’s top airlines and leaders at CAPA’s 
16th annual Asia-Pacific Aviation Awards 
for Excellence in Singapore. The winners 
included:
AIRLINE OF THE YEAR: China Southern 
Airlines. This is awarded to the airline that 
has been the biggest standout strategically 
during the year, has had the greatest impact 
on the development of the airline industry, 
has established itself as a leader, and provid-
ed a benchmark for others to follow.

AIRLINE EXECUTIVE OF THE YEAR: 
SpiceJet India Chairman and Managing Di-
rector, Ajay Singh: This is awarded to the 
airline executive who has had the greatest 
individual influence on the aviation industry, 
demonstrating outstanding strategic think-
ing and innovative direction for the growth 
of their business and the industry.
LOW COST AIRLINE OF THE YEAR: Vi-
etJet. This is awarded to the low-cost or 
hybrid airline that has been the biggest 
standout strategically, has established itself 
as a leader, has been most innovative and 

provided a benchmark for others to follow.
REGIONAL AIRLINE OF THE YEAR: Vistara. 
This is awarded to the regional airline that 
has been the biggest standout strategically, 
has established itself as a leader and demon-
strated innovation in the regional aviation 
sector.
LARGE AIRPORT OF THE YEAR: Hong 
Kong International Airport. This is awarded 
to the airport with over 30 million annu-
al passengers that has been the biggest 
standout strategically, has established itself 
as a leader and done the most to advance 
the progress of the aviation industry.
MEDIUM AIRPORT OF THE YEAR: Brisbane 
Airport. This is awarded to the airport with 10 
to 30 million annual passengers that has been 
the biggest standout strategically, has estab-
lished itself as a leader and done the most to 
advance the progress of the aviation industry.
REGIONAL/SMALL AIRPORT OF THE 
YEAR: Phnom Penh International Airport. 
This is awarded to the regional airport that 
has been the biggest standout strategically, 
has established itself as a leader and done 
the most to advance the progress of the 
aviation industry.
INNOVATION OF THE YEAR: Singapore 
Airlines. This award recognises the airline, 
airport or supplier responsible for the most 
powerful innovation in the industry over the 
past year. — MATT DRISKILL

CAPA names Asia-Pacific’s top aviation leaders
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AAPA sneaks in Assembly of Presidents, 
announces leadership change
The Association of Asia-Pacific Airlines managed to sneak in its 63rd Assembly of Presidents 
after all on 22 November in Kuala Lumpur after earlier cancelling the planned meeting set 
for Hong Kong but was moved to Malaysia because of the ongoing pro-democracy, an-
ti-government protests and violence that has plagued the Chinese special administrative 
region for the past six months. The association issued a statement saying the usually open 
meeting was held in Kuala Lumpur, where the association is based, “in order to comply with 
the association’s internal administrative and legal processes. As such, the meeting was not 
open to external parties”.

In addition to announcing the usual resolutions on safety, infrastructure, environment and 
other association concerns, the AAPA announced that Andrew Herdman will step down as 
director general and be replaced by Subhas Menon, who will take over starting in March. Herd-
man has been director general since 2004. Menon has been a long-time official at Singapore 
Airlines Group, according to the AAPA statement announcing the change, and has held a va-
riety of positions, most recently serving as regional vice president for Europe. — MATT DRISKILL

INDIGO RECEIVES IATA 
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE

Following an earlier announcement that 
India’s IndiGo is joining the International 
Air Transport Association (IATA), the airline 
received its membership certificate in Gur-
gaon. Conrad Clifford, IATA’s regional vice 
president for Asia-Pacific, presented the 
certificate to Wolfgang Prock-Schauer, pres-
ident and COO of IndiGo. The membership 
will help IndiGo align to global practices 
developed by IATA and further strengthen 
the airline’s partnership portfolio. IndiGo 
recently announced a one-way codeshare 
with Qatar Airways and partnered with Turk-
ish Airlines in December 2018 to expand its 
international presence. As part of its expan-
sion strategy, IndiGo entered into new mar-
kets including Turkey, Saudi Arabia, China, 
Myanmar and Vietnam. — MATT DRISKILL

PNG AIR SERVICES SIGNS 
AGREEMENT WITH AIREON

Papua New Guinea Air Services Limited 
(PNGASL) announced it will deploy Aireon’s 
space-based Automatic Dependent Sur-
veillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) air traffic sur-
veillance service in the Port Moresby Flight 
Information Region (FIR). This will enable 
the near-term deployment of 100 percent, 
real-time air traffic surveillance of all ADS-B 
equipped aircraft. PNGASL has relied on 
ground-based infrastructure for its surveil-
lance capabilities. However, because of Pap-
ua New Guinea’s extremely difficult terrain 
and unpredictable weather, it has been a 
challenge for PNGASL to efficiently install 
and effectively maintain ground stations. 
With space-based ADS-B, PNGASL will no 
longer be constrained by these geographic 
and technical challenges. Within the next 
few months, PNGASL will have real-time 
air traffic surveillance over the Port Moresby 
FIR, which shares common borders with 
Brisbane FIR, managed by Airservices Aus-
tralia, the Oakland Oceanic FIR, managed 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
and, Ujung Pandang FIR, managed by Air-
Nav Indonesia. — MATT DRISKILL

AS HONG KONG BURNS, CATHY PACIFIC FIDDLES  
WITH NEW “SENSE OF HARMONY” CABIN PRODUCT

The public relations mavens at Hong Kong’s 
flagship carrier Cathay Pacific decided to 
release their new First Class and Business 
Class offerings grandly called “A Sense of 
Harmony” just a day after the airline can-
celled the Association of Asia-Pacific Air-
lines’ Assembly of Presidents because of 
the violence that has brought the city to a 
complete standstill and a day after a man 
died after being attacked by anti-govern-
ment, pro-democracy protesters. “Cathay 
Pacific is indulging passengers with an 
elevated premium travel experience. An 
array of thoughtfully chosen enhancements 
to the service, soft products and culinary 

offerings are rolling out on board its First 
and Business Class cabins. These enrich-
ments are designed to offer passengers 
a more holistic, sensory experience that 
begins from the moment they begin their 
journey,” the airline said in announcing the 
new product. — MATT DRISKILL
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Qantas focusses on costs, tells Airbus and Boeing to think again
Qantas CEO Alan Joyce started off the air-
line’s annual Investor Day with a joke about 
his “thick Irish accent” and a head cold mak-
ing it difficult for people to understand him 
as he laid out his plans to take advantage 
of growth in Asia and a focus on costs. He 
also told Boeing and Airbus to sharpen their 
pencils when it comes to proposed planes 
for its Project Sunrise, which completed its 
second test flight.

It was a day-long event for Qantas inves-
tors as they listened to numerous execu-
tives discuss the way forward for the airline. 
Asia-Pacific is squarely in their sights as 
a key driver of growth going forward, but 
the group also plans to improve its margins 
both domestically and internationally as 
well as change things around with affiliate 
Jetstar. Joyce said the group will focus on 
new cost-cutting measures, adding new and 
more fuel efficient aircraft and also work to 
raise revenue by offering passengers “per-
sonalised” airfare offers.

“In the year ahead there will be a lot more 
focus on cost and in the next five years we 
think there is a path to achieve significant 
improvement in margins,” Joyce said at the 
event, which was held in Sydney. Joyce and 
his team said earlier that airlines were suf-
fering through slowing global and domestic 
economies, forcing Qantas to keep capacity 
in check as passenger numbers fell.

Qantas domestic chief executive Andrew 
David said the airline would use digital in-
tegration and better scheduling measures 
so that each of its planes spent more time 
in the air and work to increase fuel effi-
ciency by the use of flight planning tools. 
David added that Qantas was looking to 
use artificial intelligence programmes to 
offer individual customers  prices based on 
when and where they may want to fly next.

David also said affiliate Jetstar will work 
to increase its ancillary revenue earned 
from add-ons passengers pay for on top 
of the ticket price by purchasing increased 
baggage allowances, food etc. Jetstar will 
also get a boost from newer jets coming 

into the fleet like Airbus A321LRs, which 
are more fuel-efficient and carry 25 percent 
more seats than the A320s they are replac-
ing and will also free up Jetstar ’s B787s to 
push further into Asian destinations such 
as South Korea and Japan.

Joyce, at the beginning of his pres-
entation, said he and Qantas “see a huge 
amount of potential in Asia” and “we want 
to take advantage of that growth. In just a 
few years Asia-Pacific will be bigger than 
North America and Europe combined and 
17 of the top 20 routes in the world are in 
Asia-Pacific”. Joyce added that there has 
been “short-term volatility” in Asia because 
of the US-China trade war, but he said it’s 
still a “long-term growth opportunity”, es-
pecially with Jetstar and its Japanese sub-
sidiary.

Finally, Joyce said the final blueprint for 
success at Qantas would include:

 —  Qantas domestic having margins of  
18 percent;
 —  Jetstar domestic with margins at  
22 percent;
 —  Qantas Loyalty having EBIT of  
between A$500 million (US$341 million) 
to A$600 million by 2022;
 —  And A$400 million in gross annual 
benefits from the company’s ongoing 
“transformation” programme.
Meanwhile the second Qantas Project 

Sunrise research flight, this time flying from 
London to Sydney, landed after 19 hours 
and 19 minutes. The record-breaking flight 
was flown on the carrier’s  new Boeing 787 
Dreamliner. This latest flight follows a New 
York to Sydney flight in October and marks 
the second of three planned research flights 
that will determine how well passengers 
deal with ultra-long-haul flights lasting al-
most 20 hours. — MATT DRISKILL
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In just a few years Asia-Pacific will be bigger than  
North America and Europe combined and 17 of the  

top 20 routes in the world are in Asia-Pacific. 

ALAN JOYCE, QANTAS
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People on the Move

AIRASIA has named 
Veranita Yosephine Sinaga 
as CEO of AirAsia 
Indonesia (PT Indonesia 
AirAsia), a subsidiary of PT 

AirAsia Indonesia, taking over from Dendy 
Kurniawan. Veranita will be responsible for 
the company’s airline operations in 
Indonesia, delivering on its mission to 
keep flying affordable.

AIRCRAFT PROPELLER 
SERVICE announced that 
Maciej Paszkowski-
Sikorski has rejoined the 
company as global military 

sales manager. He previously served at 
APS as propeller systems MRO sales 
director. The company also announced the 
appointment of Marcell Fitzgerald as 
customer service manager.

BOC AVIATION said Gao 
Jinyue will retire from his 
role as chief commercial 
officer (Asia-Pacific and 
the Middle East) and will 

be replaced by Deng Lei  who is 
responsible for overseeing all revenue 
activities within the Asia-Pacific region 
and the Middle East.

BOEING announced the 
appointment of Conrad 
Chun as vice president of 
communications for 
Boeing Commercial 

Airplanes. Chun most recently served as 
vice president of communications for 
Boeing Global Services.

EMIRATES has appointed 
Orhan Abbas as the new 
senior vice president to 
lead its commercial 
operations in the Far East. 

In his new role, Orhan will lead growth 

efforts across Southeast and East Asia, 
which spans 13 countries including 
Singapore, in addition to China, Japan and 
Hong Kong. Prior to this new position, 
Orhan was Emirates’ senior vice president 
of commercial operations for Africa.

ETIHAD AVIATION 
GROUP said it has named 
Duncan Bureau as senior 
vice president for global 
sales and distribution, who 

will report directly into the group’s chief 
commercial officer, Robin Kamark. The 
role will be instrumental in driving the 
group’s commercial strategy globally.

MIKE KING RICHARD HALLOWS

FLIGHTSAFETY INTERNATIONAL has 
announced two new appointments. The 
company said it has named Mike King as 
president for FlightSafety Services and said 
Richard Hallows has been promoted to 
assistant manager of the Farnborough 
Learning Centre.

FLYDOCS announced the 
appointment of Carl Davis 
as the company’s new 
chief technology 
innovation officer (CTIO). 

His previous roles include the digitisation 
of leasing and lending platforms, 
delivering data-driven process automation 
and upscaling analytics teams.

JOHN KNUDSEN, general 
counsel for Bye Aerospace,  
has joined the board of 
directors of the General 
Aviation Manufacturers 

Association (GAMA). Knudsen has 40 years 

of aviation legal and corporate experience, 
with a combination of FAA, private and 
corporate general counsel practice.

KOBUS SWART SARITH VAIKUNTAN

METROJET has named Captain Kobus 
Swart as director of flight operations 
where he will oversee all aspects of 
Metrojet’s flight operations, including the 
management of flight and cabin crew, 
flight dispatch and training. The company 
also announced that its MRO facility in the 
Philippines will be headed by Sarith 
Vaikuntan as general manager.

MARTIN LONGDEN NEIL WATKINS

TRENCHARD AVIATION GROUP has 
appointed Martin Longden to the position 
of vice president of interiors. He has over 
20 years’ aerospace experience spanning 
MRO and aircraft interiors manufacturing. 
Neil Watkins has been appointed as group 
sales and marketing director. He will 
continue to hold his current responsibilities 
for the oversight of Reheat International, 
part of the Trenchard Aviation Group. 

UNITED AIRLINES said it 
has named Joanna 
Patterson as sales director 
for Southeast Asia. She 
will oversee sales activities 

of United’s online markets for Singapore 
and the Philippines, as well as the offline 
sales territory in the Southeast Asia 
region, and will be in charge of United’s 
strategic growth in the market.
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Boeing sees China as 
driver of Asian market
Growth in Asia is set to make the region 
the largest overall travel market, with rapid 
Chinese growth making it the largest of all 
domestic markets, says Boeing in its latest 
commercial-aircraft market outlook (CMO), 
which covers the next 20 years. The doc-
ument predicts that by 2038, 40 percent 
of passengers will travel on, and about 40 
percent of all new-aircraft deliveries will 
be to, Asia-Pacific-based airlines. Dividing 
Asia-Pacific into five sub-regions — China, 
Northeast Asia, Oceania, South Asia, and 
Southeast Asia — the US manufacturer ex-
pects robust growth to continue, especial-
ly in areas such as China, South Asia, and 
Southeast Asia “as these economies expand 
and more people begin to travel.” 

With 60 percent of the world’s popula-
tion, Asia-Pacific continues to be a primary 
contributor to global aviation growth, ac-
cording to Boeing, which sees the region’s 
“vast geographical area (including many 
island nations)” generating strong demand 
in the coming 20 years. Boeing market an-
alysts believe that the “roughly one-quar-
ter” share of all world air travel generat-
ed by intra-regional commercial flights in 

Asia-Pacific — the highest of any global 
region — will increase to more than 30 per-
cent during 2019-38. “With wide-ranging 
economic and demographic diversity, each 
sub-region contributes in varying ways,” 
Boeing says.

The period will see a forecast 5.5 percent 
overall commercial-airline traffic annual 
increase arising from a burgeoning 3.9 per-

cent compound growth in gross domestic 
product across the area, says the manu-
facturer. To accommodate this perceived 
developing demand, Boeing predicts that 
the Asia-Pacific air-transport industry will 
acquire 17,390 new aircraft valued at US$2 
trillion to support a fleet expanding by 4.6 
percent a year.

Asia-Pacific intra-regional traffic (reve-
nue passenger-kilometres (RPK), currently 
around a world-leading 26 percent of total 
traffic, is expected to more than triple to 
reach almost a third — 32 percent by 2038. 
This represents an annual growth rate of 5.8 
percent, according to Boeing forecasters.

Forecast growth in Asia-Pacific traffic 
is the predominant demand stimulant for 

just over 13,000 single-aisle aircraft that will 
comprise around 75 percent of deliveries. 
Almost a quarter (22 percent) of new air-
craft — a little more than 3,800 — will be 
twin-aisle machines, says the CMO, while 
the balance will comprise 210 regional-jets 
(RJs) and some 340 freighters (of all sizes).

Single-aisle jetliners will continue to 
dominate the Asia-Pacific fleet, maintain-
ing the current 72 percent proportion and 
increasing in number from last year’s 5,680 
units to 13,950 units. This will constitute an 
impressive 40 percent share of the total 
world fleet of such aircraft, according to the 
Boeing statistics.

Meanwhile, the fleet shares of both twin-
aisle and regional-jet aircraft in the region 
are expected to decline very slightly in the 
coming 20 years, each category each de-
clining by a single percentage point to 21 
percent and just 1 percent, respectively. 
This will result in twin-aisles growing in 
number from 1,710 to some 4,080, “driven 
by continued market fragmentation”, while 
RJs will almost double from 140 to an es-
timated 260 during the forecast period. 
— IAN GOOLD

ASIA/PACIFIC COMMERCIAL-AIRCRAFT FLEET GROWTH: 2019-38
2018 FLEET 2019-38 DELIVERIES 2038 FLEET

Regional-jet 140 210 260
Single-aisle 5,680 13,030 13,950
Twin-aisle 1,710 3,810 4,080
Freighter 350 340 1,130

TOTAL 7,880 17,390 19,420

WORLD COMMERCIAL-AIRCRAFT FLEET GROWTH: 2019-38
2018 FLEET 2019-38 DELIVERIES 2038 FLEET

Regional-jet 2,710 2,240 2,500
Single-aisle 16,630 32,420 35,200
Twin-aisle 4,520 8,340 9,560
Freighter 1,970 1,040 3,400

TOTAL 25,830 44,040 50,660

Source: Boeing Commercial Aircraft Outlook 2019-38

The period will see a forecast 5.5 percent overall 
commercial-airline traffic annual increase arising from 
a burgeoning 3.9 percent compound growth in gross 
domestic product across the area. 

BOEING
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Singapore Airshow

THE SHOW, scheduled for 11-16 February at the Changi Exhibition 
Centre, will be fully solar-powered, according to Experia Events, the 
organiser. At least 15,000 solar panels have already been installed 
on the facility’s roof capable of producing 7,840 megawatt hours of 
power annually. “This is really our little effort in contributing to make 
sure there is environmental sustainability,” Leck Chet Lam, managing 
director of Experia Events said.

In addition to the usual flying displays and static exhibitions, the 
show will feature various business forums as well as talent develop-

ment programmes, like Education Days and an Aero Campus. Leck 
said the show will feature more than 65 of the top 100 aerospace and 
defence companies, more than 1,000 companies from 50 countries 
and 55,000 trade attendees from 150 countries. The programmes for 
younger people are “designed to encourage more young innovators 
to come to know the astronomical potential of the aviation indus-

▲ The 2020 Singapore Airshow will be solar-powered and feature 
other environmental technologies.
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Sustainable  
Singapore
As the aviation world comes under scrutiny for its emissions contribution to 

the climate crisis, the 2020 edition of the Singapore Airshow is going greener, 

as Matt Driskill reports.
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try” and to be inspired to take up interests in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM).

At the 2020 show, sustainability will be high on the list with organ-
isers saying “climate change is a grave reality that confronts every-
one. Industries, including aviation, are mindful of the environmental 
impact of their businesses. At Singapore Airshow 2020, exhibitors 
are leading the charge on incorporating environmentally friendly 
technologies into their products and services, whether through 
the use of electric or hybrid engines, or through streamlining their 
manufacturing processes to reduce the resource input required. The 
Singapore Airshow is especially proud to do its part to reduce the 
carbon footprint and looks forward to continued partnership and 
support to combat climate change at this upcoming, and future, 
editions of the event.”

China will also be playing a larger role in the event, according to 
organisers, who said there has been a 5 percent increase in partic-
ipation from private companies in China, with greater interest from 
them in pushing their products to the wider market. This includes the 
wide-body CRAIC CR929 aircraft, which was developed by Russia 
and China to challenge the duopoly held by US-made Boeing and 
Europe’s Airbus. Asked if geopolitical tensions such as the US-China 

trade war would have any impact on the show, Leck said these do 
not affect the event’s “strong” participation numbers. “The aviation 
industry is a long-cycle business, it’s not like consumer electronics. 
This is my personal view, but we all know that the trade war is not 
going to be a 20 to 30-year thing. Is it going to be three years, five 
years, I don’t know, but the aviation cycle will outlive that, so I think 
that’s why we’re all taking a long-term view,” Leck told local reporters.

Leck said one of the show’s “strongest value-add has been its me-
ticulously curated and planned programmes which connect aviation 
and defence thought-leaders and businesses from all over the world 
to take on conversations, with a common goal to positively transform 
the sector for higher levels of safety, efficiency and sustainability. 
Singapore Airshow 2020 promises to soar to new heights as the 
most influential international aerospace and defence exhibition in 
Asia, with programmes that better prepare the industry for future 
disruption and opportunities.”

The show remains popular with companies like Airbus for making 
deals. A spokesman for Airbus said the company’s presence will 
include commercial aircraft, defence, space and helicopters along 
with a focus on innovation, new technologies and future unmanned 
aerial systems.

“The Singapore Airshow is the one of the most important exhi-
bitions for the aerospace industry and is an excellent platform to 
highlight our products and services in the fast-growing Asia-Pacific 
region,” Airbus spokesman Sean Lee said.

The 2018 version of the show generated more than S$343 million 
(US$252 million) in spending, according to organisers, a 4 percent 
increase from the 2016 show. 

▲ A model of the now-open Jewel at Singapore’s Changi Airport. 

◀ The show will feature more than 65 of the top 100 aerospace 
and defence companies and more than 1,000 companies from 50 
countries.
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AIRLINES, AIRPORTS, AEROSPACE MANUFACTURERS AND 
SERVICE PROVIDERS have all been the victims of cyberattacks, 
with no entity immune from the growing threat. The aerospace 
sector has realised that only an open and collaborative approach 
to the problem will address the threat.

A number of airlines have been the victims of high-profile cy-
berattacks in the last year resulting in significant data breaches. 
In October, for example, Cathay Pacific confirmed that it had 
uncovered unauthorised access to part of its information system 
containing passenger data belonging to up to 9.4 million people. 
Data including passenger name, nationality, date of birth, phone 
number, email, address, passport number, identity card number, 
frequent flyer programme number, customer service remarks and 
historical travel information was accessed, along with over 400 
expired credit card numbers.

Despite the treasure trove of data accessed, Cathay says there 
was no evidence of any personal data being misused. It also stressed 

that the IT systems breached were not connected in any way to its 
flight operations systems and as a result there was no impact on 
flight safety. There was an impact on reputation, however.

Cathay worked quickly to address the issue in conjunction with a 
leading cybersecurity firm, strengthening its IT security measures, 
and contacting affecting passengers and providing them with 
information on steps to protect themselves and their data. The 
airline said it immediately took a series of “decisive measures” to 
further enhance IT security in the areas of data governance, net-
work security, access control, education and awareness of staff, 
and incident response agility.

British Airways, meanwhile, was recently hit with a UK£183 million 
(US$236 million) fine from the UK’s Information Commissioner’s 
Office (ICO) following a cyberattack on its website last year. During 
the attack, around 500,00 customers were diverted to a fake BA site 
where their personal details were acquired. The ICO criticised BA for 
“poor security arrangements”, saying in its ruling: “People’s personal 

Building resilience
A raft of industry initiatives have emerged to address cybersecurity,  

but is the aerospace industry doing enough? Emma Kelly reports.
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CYBERSECURITY

data is just that — personal. When an organisation fails to protect it 
from loss, damage or theft it is more than an inconvenience. That’s 
why the law is clear — when you are entrusted with personal data 
you must look after it.”

BA said it responded quickly to the breach and found no evidence 
of fraudulent activity on the accounts that were hacked. The airline 
has subsequently made improvements to its security arrangements.

The incidents we hear about are likely to be just the tip of the 
iceberg. International think tank Atlantic Council is trying to quan-
tify the extent of aviation cybersecurity, recently releasing what 
it says is the first ever global survey on aviation cybersecurity. In 
2017, Atlantic Council released an aviation cybersecurity report — 
Finding Lift, Minimising Drag — which explored the issue of aviation 
cybersecurity. “During research for the report, it became clear that 
there are multiple different perspectives of the nature of the aviation 
cybersecurity challenge,” says Atlantic Council. “This survey is de-
signed to explore these challenges and give us an empiric baseline 
of where we are and what we need to focus on if we are to move 
forward together,” it said.

Atlantic Council sought input from aircraft and airport operators, 
manufacturers, airlines, MRO providers, security companies and 
regulators. “By surveying thousands of professionals in different 
roles…we will be able to benchmark and lend insight into the scale 

of the cybersecurity challenge faced by the aviation industry,” it adds. 
The results will contribute to a new report into the issue.

Increasing cyber activity and its consequences — including the 
potential for substantial fines from watchdogs like the ICO — are 
encouraging airlines and airports to focus their IT strategies on cy-
bersecurity. SITA’s Air Transport IT Insights 2019, for example, reveals 
that 96 percent of airlines questioned have investment planned in 
this area for 2020 and 86 percent already have a major cybersecurity 
plan in place.

“We also see airport CIOs [chief information officers] prioritis-
ing investment in cybersecurity. Eighty-four percent have major 
programmes in place and a further 11 percent are running a pilot 
(programme),” says Philippe-Emmanuel Maulion, head of corporate 
information security office at SITA. “Overall, as a percentage of air-
port IT budgets, cybersecurity is forecast to grow to 12 percent in 
2019. This focus by airport CIOs in recent years has intensified with 
shared best practices, education and a benchmarking tool provided 
by Airports Council International,” Maulion adds.

Industry organisations and associations are increasingly working 
together to address the cyber threat. SITA, for example, has its own 
Community Cyber Threat Centre, where intelligence and cyber threat 
information is shared among its members. SITA is also a member of 
the Aviation Information Sharing Analysis Centre (A-ISAC). A-ISAC 

AVIATION BENEFITS

◀
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was established specifically to provide an aviation-focused informa-
tion sharing and analysis function to help protect aviation businesses, 
operations and services. The centre analyses and shares information 
on cyber threats, vulnerabilities and incidents. Its member ranks are 
growing by the month, with airlines, airports, equipment manufactur-
ers, industry suppliers, in-flight entertainment companies, avionics 
and satellite communication providers among its membership.

Most recently, European air navigation organisation Eurocontrol 
partnered with A-ISAC to share aviation cybersecurity information 
with the aim of building cyber resiliency across the air transport 
network. The partners will collaborate on cyber threat intelligence, 
actionable data, best practices and lessons learned. “Partnerships 
with agencies such as Eurocontrol are critical for providing our mem-
bership with the most comprehensive cyber information available,” 
says A-ISAC president and CEO Jeff Troy.  

“A collaborative and industry-specific approach is instrumental 
to making progress,” says Maulion. “By embracing this approach, 
organisations can alleviate the impact of the shortage of cybersecu-
rity trained professionals. They can focus security risk management 
activities by leveraging rich contextual industry awareness,” he adds. 
Having specific air transport knowledge is also key, Maulion believes. 
“While there are many security intel suppliers, they are often too ge-
neric and don’t have in-depth air transport industry knowledge. We 
need to have a common framework and standard so that we work 
together to defend against industry threats which will only increase 
as we embrace digital even further,” he explains.

The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has put the 
cyber threat at the forefront of its security and safety activities in 
recent years. At its 2016 meeting, the ICAO Assembly tasked the 
organisation with developing a comprehensive cybersecurity work 

plan and governance structure, which resulted in the formation of 
the Secretariat Study Group on Cybersecurity in 2017, comprising 
states, international aviation organisations and the ICAO secretariat. 
It has developed a set of recommendations to address the issue of 
cybersecurity in aviation, including calling for the need for a com-
prehensive Cybersecurity Strategy to guide states to deliver a robust 
cybersecurity framework. At the heart of the strategy is international 
cooperation; governance; effective legislation and regulations; in-
formation sharing; incident management and emergency planning; 
capacity building, training and cybersecurity culture.

At its 40th Assembly in October, the organisation said: “The 
global ICAO Cybersecurity Strategy will provide a baseline going 
forward that is mutually acceptable to all states. It will serve to align 
international, regional and national cybersecurity frameworks, and 
promote appropriate information exchange mechanisms that will 
provide added benefits to cybersecurity risk management.”

The Association of Asia-Pacific Airlines (AAPA), which has been 
working with its members over the last couple of years on cyberse-
curity, says that strengthening cybersecurity requires governments, 
industry and all stakeholders to work collaboratively. At its latest 
Assembly of Presidents meeting in Kuala Lumpur in late November, 
AAPA said it “urges governments, industry and other stakeholders 
to establish a global and regional approach to cybersecurity built 
on the basis of trust and transparency, and to work together to en-
hance cyber threat awareness, promote cybersecurity culture and 
strengthen cyber resilience”.

AAPA sought to build cyber resilience in the Asia-Pacific region 
through a series of interactive workshops held over a two-year pe-
riod in 2018 and 2019 in Singapore, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur and 
Bangkok. The initiative, supported by Qantas, Ernst and Young, the 
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the Singa-
pore Ministry of Transport, aimed to bring together stakeholders to 
focus on risk awareness, strategic planning, strengthening resilience 
and fostering links and networks in order to position the Asia-Pacific 
region as a global leader in aviation cyber-resilience.

Meanwhile, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) has 
its own Security Advisory Council, established in June, advising its 
members on cybersecurity. It has an Aircraft Cyber Security Task 
Force which is working towards increasing understanding and driv-
ing dialogue and best practice and is developing an Aviation Cyber 
Strategy and Vision and a delivery roadmap. It also holds an annual 
Aviation Cyber Security Roundtable, most recently in April in Singa-
pore, which focuses on industry collaboration to better understand 
and manage cybersecurity risk. The roundtable is working towards 
a 2030 vision for a coordinated approach to aviation cybersecurity, 
with the next event scheduled for the second quarter of 2020.

IATA notes: “There is much to do to increase the cyber safety, 
security and resiliency of the aviation industry, but alongside this 
challenge there is much potential for cross-sector collaboration and 
action, in close partnership between all stakeholders. What we need 
now is commitment, leadership and action.” 

▲ The ICAO  has put the cyber threat at the forefront of its security 
and safety activities in recent years.
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Keeping bags  
on track
Every week close to half a million people around the world are left staring at 

an empty luggage carousel with that sinking feeling that comes from knowing 

their bag is not where it should be. Correspondent Michael Doran looks at 

what airlines and service providers are doing to solve the problem. 
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BAGGAGE TECHNOLOGY 

IT IS COLD COMFORT for those bag-less travellers to be told that 
mishandled bags account for less than 1 percent of bags carried but 
with passenger numbers set to double in coming decades better 
solutions are needed now.

In 2018, Resolution 753 promulgated by the International Air Trans-
port Association (IATA) requiring baggage tracking came into effect 
and more recommendations, including the push to Radio Frequency 
Identification (RFID) tracking were endorsed at the association’s 
annual meeting in Seoul in June but real progress is limited.

IATA Director General and CEO Alexandre de Juniac said: “Pas-
sengers want to arrive with their bags and on the rare occasion 
when that does not happen, they want to know exactly where their 
bag is. Deploying RFID and adopting modern baggage messaging 
standards will help us to cut mishandlings by a quarter and recover 
bags that are mishandled more quickly.”

Singapore’s Changi Airport has been voted the Skytrax World’s 
Best Airport for the last seven years and has invested heavily in 
state-of-the-art baggage handling systems that incorporate the 
latest RFID technology.

When Changi’s Terminal 4 opened in 2017, baggage handling and 
logistics specialist Beumer Group had a new baggage handling sys-
tem ready to go that was a step-up from what was op-
erating in the other terminals. Beumer Group Singapore 
CEO Ronald Willems says the key to the system is that 
from check-in until loaded on an airside cart every bag 
travels on its own RFID equipped tote. The process, called 
CrisBag, starts when each item is checked-in and moved 
into a numbered tote with the bag barcode data matched 
to the RFID information specific to that tote carrier. 

“With RFID totes you automatically know where the 
bag is, something a lot more difficult with conventional tags and 
barcode reading,” Willems says. “The bag stays in the tote through 
the x-ray screening so you can transport the bag with high reliability 
at higher speeds than with a conventional system.”

For bags that are checked in early or from connecting flights there 
is an Early Bag Storage system (EBS) and because every bag is in 
an individual RFID-equipped tote they remain visible to the system 
operators at all times.

“For longer connections the bags go into the EBS because if they 
continue to move around the system it reduces overall capacity,” 
Willems says. “Also, if you have a lot of baggage sitting around it 
becomes at risk of being mishandled so that is why the EBS is used 
to store anything from a few hundred to several thousand bags.”

With the barcode and RFID identifiers matched, the system is 
aware of the departure time of the flight as each bag enters the 
EBS. The bag then stays in storage until it is automatically called 
back into the processing system and makes its way to the loading 
point for its flight. 

Beumer manages the baggage systems at Changi with a team 
of more than 100 people on-site 24/7 keeping the software control 
systems and the machinery operating at peak capacity. 

“We have a lot of people at the airport to maintain and service 
the system and to fix any issues that come up quickly,” Willem says. 
“The airport is very demanding on that, but we have a really good 
collaboration when it comes to implementing new technologies and 
doing things leaner and more efficiently.”

Willems is involved in projects at airports around the region, 
including in Taipei and Shanghai, and says that growing passenger 
numbers are pushing airports with conventional baggage systems 
to upgrade to more intelligent solutions.

“A lot of airports in the region with conventional conveyor systems 
are lacking the budget to upgrade to RFID systems,” he explains. 
“But with increasing numbers they will have to switch at some point 
as airlines want to make sure that all airports they are connecting 
to have reliable baggage handling systems.”

While RFID bag-tag technology is readily available today, it is 
not a simple step for airports to make the switch. “We look at the 
airport business as a very dynamic environment but when it comes 
to changing a process, they face a lot of limitations,” he says. “They 
can’t decide on their own to change to RFID only bag tags because it 
would mean all airports around the world would need to do the same 
and that’s putting a limitation on the speed to improve the systems.”

Once the baggage has been delivered to the loading point it leaves 
the RFID tote and is placed into the unit load device (ULD) and taken 
to the aircraft. Managing and moving these carts, or dollies as they 
are called, is a major logistical exercise and at London’s Heathrow 
airport there are around 3,000 carts on-site.

In March, British Airways (BA) teamed with autonomous vehicle 
specialist Aurrigo to commence a trial of driverless baggage vehi-
cles at Heathrow which the airline says could become operational 
by 2021. Aurrigo became involved in autonomous vehicles when it 
answered a call from the UK government for companies to submit 
proposals on the technology and won. It has since developed a 
range of autonomous pods now in operation around the world and 
it was this activity that drew the interest of International Airlines 
Group (IAG), parent company of BA.

Aurrigo Sales and Marketing Director Miles Garner says that IAG 
contacted them early this year and asked if they could convert a 
traditional airside cargo dolly into an autonomous vehicle.

“A dolly was never intended to work on its own as it’s a trailer that 

◀ The Changi baggage handling system is monitored 24/7 from the 
control centre manned by Beumer staff.

A lot of airports in the region with conventional 
conveyor systems are lacking the budget to 

upgrade to RFID systems. But with increasing 
numbers they will have to switch at some point… 

RONALD WILLEMS, BEUMER GROUP
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gets towed around by a tug,” he says. “Technically it was a big task, 
so we took a lot of the parts like the steering and batteries from the 
pods and converted two of them into autonomous dollies.”

The first step was to take those to Heathrow and operate them 
autonomously in the airside environment and the second stage, 
which has just concluded, was to collect empty ULDs and transport 
them to the baggage loading area.

Garner says they are in discussions with Heathrow, IAG and BA 
about a third phase which will happen early in 2020. “This will be 
a much larger trial with more than two autonomous dollies in a 
real-world environment collecting luggage off an aircraft,” he says.

When asked about what IAG were trying to achieve, Garner said 
he believed it was about airlines making ground operations smarter 
and being able to cope with the projected doubling of aircraft traffic, 
particularly in regions like Asia-Pacific.

“In the next 10 to 15 years there will be twice the amount of aircraft 
and not enough airports and runways and building new ones is a 
very difficult process,” he says. “It’s a long process to do that and 
airlines and airports all realise we need to make it very commercially 
smart on the ground to be able to cope.”

According to Heathrow, on average a tug usually heads to the 

aircraft with three dollies but often only two are carrying full ULDs 
because the operator is under pressure to move out of the loading 
area rather than wait for all the ULDs to be fully loaded.

“So, there is a lot of inefficiency but with an autonomous dolly 
once it is loaded up it is independent as it knows which aircraft 
and how to get there so it can head off to the aircraft on its own,” 
Garner says.  

He is quick to point out that automation is a way of helping ease 
the problem and not necessarily a ‘silver-bullet’ solution and that what 
they are doing now is establishing a proof-of-concept that moving 
luggage out to the aircraft can be done with autonomous vehicles. 

“I think the aviation industry will progress quicker than driverless 
cars on roads because it’s more of a controlled environment and if 
there is a business case that actually saves dollars there is always 
more push to make that happen,” Garner predicts. “We are seeing 
a huge amount of interest from all parts of the industry in Asia, the 
US and Europe and we have had meetings with airlines, airports and 
baggage handling companies,” he says. “I think if you are an airport 
working on a new terminal you will be actually planning it around 
this autonomous technology because it’s a completely different way 
of operating.” 

▲ The key to the CrisBag system at Changi Airport is that every bag travels in an RFID-equipped tote.
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Business aviation is an important emerging market in Asia, driving economic 
output and providing organizations opportunities for growth. Over the course 
of three days, from April 21 to 23, the Asian Business Aviation Conference & 
Exhibition (ABACE2020) will provide the perfect venue for those considering 
purchasing an aircraft as investment opportunity; companies thinking of using 
an aircraft for business; and flight departments who have long used aircraft as a 
critical business tool. There is no better place in Asia to discover every facet of 
this dynamic industry than at ABACE2020.
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LIKE MANY OF CESSNA’S successful Citation jet designs, the 
Citation XLS+ (or “Plus”) is a relatively simple, yet efficient and 
practical one. Crunching a few numbers reveals the midsize jet 
possesses impressive short runway performance — something in 
the order of only 1,085m at an MTOW of 20,200lb; seating for up 
to nine passengers; a service ceiling of 45,000 feet, plus a pretty 
respectable maximum speed of 441kt.

It ’s for these reasons and others that the XLS+ has been cho-
sen and used by many notable aircraft charter/management 
companies across the world, plus the odd government regulatory 
authority, since its introduction in 2008. In the Southeast Asian 

region, one of the impressive Citation jets is operated by PhilJets, 
headquartered at Manila International Airport in the Philippines. 
Being the professional outfit that it is, and one well-versed in 
providing aircraft management and charter services both domes-
tically and internationally, PhilJets operates a comprehensive fleet 
of business jets. The company XLS+ (which PhilJets has operated 
since January 2017) is used for a range of services, as PhilJets Head 
of Sales & Marketing Geoffroy Cahen, explains.

“The XLS+ is used primarily for VIP and executive charters, but 
it’s also used for tourist flights in the Philippines, plus for special 
occasions subject to the approval of the owner. And these can range 
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A bit extra
The Cessna Citation XLS+ gets an A+ for performance and capabilities. 

Not only does it have ample room for passengers, it’s also able to perform 

exceptionally well in key areas where many rival designs simply can’t. 

Correspondent Benn Marks takes a look.
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from emergency medical service (EMS) flights, where we might need 
to transport patients and/or medical staff to specific destinations 
not typically serviced by airlines. Plus, it’s used for special occasions 
like wedding parties and so on. However, as it’s used mainly for 
VIP and executive charters, the bulk of operations in the XLS+ are 
domestic, but we also fly to other Asian countries, like Hong Kong, 
Vietnam and Brunei.”

Regardless of the role it’s performing, the XLS+ comes with all 
the roominess, creature comforts and baggage space to render the 
aircraft a very comfortable and well-equipped one for passengers to 
fly in. Cahen says the aircraft is configured to carry up to eight pas-
sengers with a forward club-four, two forward-facing seats behind 
it, plus a side-facing two-place divan immediately facing the front 
main cabin door. The cabin also includes a rear separate enclosed 
lavatory and forward refreshment centre behind the cockpit. There’s 
also enough head and shoulder room for guests to stretch out in in a 
cabin space that’s 5-feet 7-inches high, 5-feet 
6-inches wide and 18-feet 6-inches long. The 
plane’s rear baggage compartment is one of 
the largest in its class, offering 90.2 cubic feet 
of space for luggage and personal belongings. 
For flights approaching the four-hour mark, 
the XLS+ is bang on in terms of offering an 
efficient, safe and reliable transport.

“As we usually use the XLS+ for VIP and executive flights, the 
aircraft is suitable for doing shorter distance flights inside the 
Philippines, and to other nearby counties. For longer flights, that 
is, those more than four hours flight-time, and for where we need 
greater capacity, we usually suggest using our Gulfstream G200, 
Citation Latitude or Challenger 350 aircraft. But the XLS+ is a good 
jet for two to four and sometimes six passengers to fly in when we’re 
doing short one to three-hour flights,” Cahen says. “It’s very good 
for those sorts of flights because it’s very efficient. It’s also suited to 
those shorter sector charters with smaller numbers of passengers on 
board because there’s room for them to move around the cabin in if 
they need to. The cabin’s quiet, so they can talk to each other quite 
easily and it’s also very comfortable to travel in. And another big 
plus for the aircraft is that it can carry a bit of luggage. Passengers 
sometimes ask us about luggage restrictions, and how much they 
can take with them when they fly on the PhilJets XLS+, and they’re 
not generally restricted in terms of how much they can carry when 
they fly on the aircraft. That’s simply because it can carry up to 750lb 
of luggage. So, it’s a well-designed jet in that regard,” Cahen says.

In terms of appearance, the XLS+ is a derivative of the commer-
cially successful midsize Citation Excel (Citation Model 560XL) that 
came out in the late 1990s, and later model Citation XLS variant 
that came out in 2004. The original Excel aircraft essentially being 

a ‘blended’ design with an efficient unswept wing layout charac-
teristic of the light-size Citation V Ultra series, combined with the 
larger diameter fuselage of the midsize Citation X series — although 
shortened for use in the Excel.

So, the XLS+, like earlier versions of the Excel/XLS product line, 
has two rear-mounted engines, a cruciform tail, and a straight-wing 
layout that comes straight out of Cessna’s Citation jet playbook. 
But the XLS+ incorporates further refinements over and above its 
predecessors in having a redesigned, narrower nose that minimises 
drag, a highly sophisticated Rockwell Collins Pro Line 21 avionics 
suite, and two Pratt & Whitney Canada PW545C 4,119lb thrust tur-
bofans with FADEC (full authority digital engine control) providing 
better performance.

For taxiing and landings, the XLS+ is equipped with trailing link 
undercarriage that softens them somewhat. Interestingly, the Excel 
XLS+ can not only take off in relatively short distances compared 
to many of its midsized peers, it also can stop in distances that 
convincingly outshine them, too. For instance, the aircraft can land 
in as little as 969m — the aircraft’s straight wing not only providing 
good handling characteristics, but slower approach speeds too. 

More than 900 Excel (including the XLS & XLS+) jets have been 
built, with over 250 of those being the XLS+ variant. Overall, the 
XLS+ is a very capable and versatile aircraft that excels at what it 
does. Cahen agrees, and says the Cessna designed jet is solid and 
reliable, and a good fit for the company.

“The XLS+ is like a lot of Cessna jets in that it’s very easy to fly 
and operate from a pilot’s perspective, and it’s very comfortable 
to fly in from a passenger’s perspective…We’ve heard comments 
from passengers that it ’s more spacious and comfortable to fly 
in than some other jets. And from an operational perspective, it’s 
a reliable executive jet transport; it’s safe, it’s uncomplicated and 
easy to maintain, and it offers high levels of operational efficiency 
which is good from a cost point of view. In terms of performance, 
the XLS+ is not the fastest jet around but nor is it the slowest. We 
normally cruise at a height and speed that provides us with the best 
fuel economy during cruise, and that’s generally anywhere from FL 
390 — FL 410 at Mach 0.73 — 0.74. The aircraft was designed for a 
specific segment of the market, and it does what it was designed 
to do very well. We’ve operated the aircraft since 2017 and since 
that time it’s become a very effective fleet asset in providing niche 
services to a very discerning clientele. It’s liked by the crews that 
fly and maintain it and the passengers who fly in it, so it’s basically 
a win-win for everyone.” 

◀ The XLS+ incorporates further refinements over and above its 
predecessors in having a redesigned, narrower nose that minimises 
drag.

The XLS+ is like a lot of Cessna jets in that it’s very easy 
to fly and operate from a pilot’s perspective, and it’s very 

comfortable to fly in from a passenger’s perspective…

GEOFFROY CAHEN, PHILJETS
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CLOSE ON THE HEELS of awarding the contract for India’s largest 
greenfield airport in terms of capex and capacity to Zurich Airport 
International AG, India’s government has also made it clear it wants 
to privatise as quickly as possible the remaining one-million passen-
ger-plus traffic airports, of which India has no less than 25.

“The message and intent are loud and clear. Modi Sarkar doesn’t   
want to be in the business of running airports and truly believes that 
airports' value can be fully unlocked only via private participation,” 
says Rishikesh Mishra, executive director of the Delhi-based Centre 
for Aviation Policy, Safety and Research (CAPSR).
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The battle for India’s 
airports
With the Modi government making it clear that it doesn’t want to be in 

the business of running airports, India’s numerous airfields are the new 

battlegrounds for corporate control of lucrative aviation assets as India 

correspondent Shelley Vishwajeet reports.
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India has nearly 40 1-million-plus annual traffic airports, eight of 
which, including Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, Kolkata, Hy-
derabad, Ahmedabad and Kochi, cater to over 10 million passengers 
a year. Then there are five airports that serve between 5-10 million 
passengers; 12 get between 2.5 to 5 million while the remaining 15 
handle between 1-2.5 million passengers a year.

Out of these airports, Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Kochi 
and Goa are already operated by private players, accounting for 
nearly 55 percent of all Indian air traffic. In February 2019, control of 
six more airports, including Ahmedabad, Lucknow, Jaipur, Guwahati, 
Thiruvananthapuram and Mangalore, which together account for 
30 million passengers, was handed over to the new entrant Adani 
Group. With this, nearly 65 percent of India’s air traffic will now be 
handled by five private players including GMR, GVK, Adani Group, 
and Fairfax Holdings operating 12 airports.

Most recently, the Airport Authority of India recommended pri-
vatisation of six more airports, including Bhubaneswar, Indore, 
Trichy, Amritsar, Raipur and Varanasi. These airports individually 
cater to 2-4 million passengers a year 
and when privatised will add another 
15 million passengers, taking the total 
passengers serviced by private opera-
tors to nearly 70 percent.

For most countries, this would be 
a big enough pie in the hands of pri-
vate players, but not for India as there 
are still many airports to be picked up. 
The numbers reveal the lure. Annual 
air passenger traffic in India today stands at 345 million and is 
projected to grow to 1 billion-plus over the next 15 years. And at 10 
percent average traffic growth, Indian airports will be sure money 
spinners in the coming decade, says Professor Shivaji Sarkar, senior 
journalist and academician who has been keeping a sharp eye on 
aviation developments.

“And let us not overlook the fact that even the 35 percent of Indian 
traffic, which translates to 120 million, is actually as big as Singapore, 
Hong Kong and Vietnam traffic combined,” Sarkar said.

In addition, airports handling between 1-10 million passengers 
are actually growing at twice the speed of metro airports and will 
be the chief catalysts for the coming aviation boom. There is also 
no Indian city with fully-fledged secondary airports while metro air-
ports are already at full capacity. The secondary airports for Delhi 
and Mumbai, the contracts for which have been awarded, will still 
take many years to develop. All this makes existing non-privatised 
Indian airports attractive assets, even if they are relatively smaller.

The latest privatisation push has also sparked a battle among 

various groups with interests in aviation assets. The battle is not 
confined to old guard versus new entrants but is pitting various 
investment groups against India’s largest corporate entities who 
want to enter the sector directly or through the backdoor. The fresh 
round of skirmishes began at the end of the first term of the Modi 
government, which despite fears of negative public opinion just 
before general elections, put six airports on the block in early 2019. 
Contracts for all six airports were bagged by Adani Group, promoted 
by Gautam Adani, India’s second-richest man and one touted to be 
a close friend of the prime minister.

The award, coming just before the elections, led to intense debate 
on the bidding process. But when the Modi government came back 
to power with a bigger majority, all talk of favouritism was put on 
the backburner. Yet, in the award of the contract, the Modi govern-
ment had done two things which ultimately helped Adani Group to 
make a huge foray in the Indian aviation sector. First, it tweaked the 
earlier overall revenue sharing norms to a revenue per passenger 
metric. This was apparently done to overcome the allegations of 
opaqueness and under-reporting of revenue by existing private 
concessionaires. Second, it waived the criteria of prior experience 
in airport management, thus enabling Adani Group to bid. To its 
credit, Adani Group bid very aggressively, offering much higher per 
passenger revenue than other bidders. The net outcome was that 

Adani Group overnight became India’s third-largest operator behind 
GMR and GVK, while overtaking the likes of Fairfax Holdings, which 
has built and runs India’s third-largest airport in Bangalore. The 
Toronto-headquartered investment group is being promoted and 
headed by Prem Watsa, an Indian who is now a citizen of Canada.

Entrenched players like GMR, which manages Delhi, Hyderabad 
and Goa airports, and GVK, which operates Mumbai International 
Airport, do not appear to be amused with the latest turn of events. 
Together, they manage nearly 43 percent of Indian traffic and were 
the first private players to be awarded a contract for managing 
airports back in 2006. But a lack of protest on their part may stem 
from the fact that these groups are saddled with deep debts and 
have few resources to fight the coming rounds of battles. In fact, 
fearing a hostile takeover of its company by competitors, GMR had 
sent an SOS to Tata Group to acquire equity in its airport arm. Tata 
has only been too obliging and has shown an interest in picking up 
a 15 percent stake, but government rules prevent airline operators 
from buying more than 10 percent in airports. 

◀ India has nearly 40 one-million-plus annual traffic airports, 
eight of which, including Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, 
Kolkata, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and Kochi, cater to over 10 million 
passengers a year.

The numbers reveal the lure. Annual air passenger traffic in 
India today stands at 345 million and is projected to grow to  

1 billion-plus over the next 15 years. And at 10 percent 
average traffic growth, Indian airports will be sure money 

spinners in the coming decade, says Professor Shivaji Sarkar… 
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SINGH CONFIRMED HIS PLAN for launching a new airline abroad, 
a first by an Indian carrier, and will base it in Ras Al Khaimah (RAK), 
one of lesser known seven emirates of the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), in a 49-51 percent joint venture to be signed with a RAK local 
partner. RAK, unlike Dubai with Emirates and Abu Dhabi with Etihad, 
has no national carrier of its own. Efforts are being made, Singh said, 
to apply for an Air Operators Certificate. SpiceJet has ordered 100 
Boeing 737 MAX models, of which 27 are ready for operation once 
the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) re-certification allows 
the plane back in the air and also once India’s aviation regulator 
gives the green light and pilots retrained. “Only then can the launch 
take place.” Five Boeing 737 MAX of the order will be based in RAK 
for the new carrier that has yet to get a name.

RAK was chosen for the numerous benefits SpiceJet gets in-
cluding incentives by the airport , Singh said. As an emerging 
market the airport has no congestion and available slots and can 
accommodate start-up airlines looking for a hub. There are strong 
business opportunities and prospective routes between Ras Al 
Khaimah and several international destinations with promising 
loads and yields.

The airline, once established, will fly to eastern Europe. Ras Al 
Khaimah’s Tourism Development Authority has started promoting 
RAK in Budapest, Bucharest, Bratislava, Moscow, Kazan, Novosi-
birsk and St Petersburg. Markets that are the main contributors to 
inbound tourism. “The guys (foreign airlines) are coming and trying 
to set up an airline in India. Why shouldn’t we try it the other way 
around?” Singh said.

SpiceJet recently signed its first codeshare and interline agree-
ment with Emirates to provide travellers from India access to a wider 
and a stronger route network. “This codeshare will further strength-
en our position in the region and complement our international 
expansion strategy,” said Singh.  SpiceJet is also exploring, along 
with Gulf Air, growth opportunities beyond network expansion by 

leveraging each other’s strengths in pilot training and collaboration 
in cargo and engineering services.

The delay in MAX deliveries is leading to problems stopping 
SpiceJet from growing (faster), said Singh. While final plans for the 
airline can only be made once clearance is given for the Boeing MAX 
737s to fly, it is possible the new RAK carrier will take off by the end 
of 2020.  Meanwhile, with 1,400 seats available to SpiceJet under 
the air services agreement with RAK, SpiceJet will start a service 
to RAK from Delhi early next year.

Singh is also concerned about challenges the airline industry faces 
in terms of global climate problems and low fares in India. Elected 
to the board of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) in 
June 2019, less than three months after the airline joined the global 
grouping, Singh’s SpiceJet became the first Indian budget airline 
to join IATA. “This membership will give us a voice on the Carbon 
Offset and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA), 
as we are still growing, and the 2020 deadline doesn’t work for 
us. According to ICAO, airlines will need to buy carbon offsets to 
compensate for their growth in emissions with 2020 set as the 
average baseline.  Any increase in emissions post 2021 will need to 
be offset which can be crippling financially to an airline expanding 
internationally exponentially.”

He was also worried about low yields on the domestic sector 
despite the growth in aviation. He blamed India’s largest carrier, 
IndiGo, for keeping fares below sustainable levels, saying: “We have 
an extremely strong player. A lot of the fares are then driven by that 
player (and) airfares must rise in line with higher costs…we need 
to increase fares and fares need to be rationalised. We operate in a 
high-cost environment.” 

SpiceJet plans to  
start new airline  
when MAX is back
India’s SpiceJet will expand operations even 
as it awaits approval for the Boeing 737 MAX 
to take to the air again “hopefully by early 
next year,” according to the budget carrier’s 
chairman and managing director Ajay Singh. 
India correspondent Neelam Mathews has 
the details.

▲ SpiceJet chairman Ajay Singh at the United Nations SDG Climate 
Summit 2019
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IN THE FIRST HALF OF FY2019, ANA Holdings recorded US$9.7 
billion in revenue, a 1.7 percent year-over-year increase. That said, 
the company only recorded an operating profit of US$720 million, 
a significant 25 percent drop compared to the same period last 
year. Naturally, factors affecting the company’s “Air Transportation” 
segment, which contributed 88 percent of the total revenues, were 
the main drivers behind the changes in both revenue and operating 
profit figures.

Similar to ANA Holdings, JAL Group reported a modest 1.3 percent 
year-over year increase in revenues for a total of US$6.99 billion 
in the first half of FY2019. The group’s operating profit in the same 

period was US$750 million, a 16 percent year-over-year decrease. 
In JAL’s case, transportation of passengers and cargo accounted for 
78 percent of the group’s total revenue.

Starting with domestic passenger services, both ANA and JAL 
saw a 3.4 percent year-over-year increase in the number of passen-
gers. ANA transported 23.1 million passengers generating US$3.3 
billion (+4.7 percent YOY) in revenue and JAL transported 18 million 
passengers generating US$2.5 billion (+3.3 percent YOY). One of 
the main reasons behind the growth was the increased demand 
for non-business travel during the prolonged, 10-day Golden Week 
holiday in May related to the country’s imperial succession. It is 
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ANA and JAL: Revenues up, 
profits and forecasts down
At the end of October 2019, the holding companies of both ANA and JAL — the 

two largest Japanese airlines — announced their financial results for the first 

half of fiscal year 2019. While both companies saw a slight uptick in revenues 

compared to the same period last year, they both experienced a considerable 

drop in operating profits. Japan correspondent Keishi Nukina runs the numbers.
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also worth noting that while the overall revenues increased for both 
companies, JAL saw a decrease in yield due to “the demand mix 
effect due to the increase of promotional fare sales”. ANA’s yield on 
domestic services remained largely the same.

As for international passenger services, ANA recorded US$3.1 
billion in revenues (+2.3 percent YOY) and JAL recorded US$2.4 
billion (-1.2 percent YOY). While both airlines saw minimal change 
in the number of international passengers, JAL saw a 2 percent 
decrease in yield. “The Japan-outbound leisure demand showed 
robust growth, but the business demand from Japan weakened 
due to global economic conditions. In addition, the supply-demand 
situation became evident on European routes due to a surplus in 
the industry,” explained JAL’s report.

While Shinya Katanozaka, the president and CEO of ANA Hold-
ings, described similar macroeconomic 
and industry trends in his presentation, 
he also explained that “we made ef-
forts to capture Japanese leisure travel 
demand and trilateral demand by ex-
panding ASK through the introduction 
of the Airbus A380 and stimulating 
more demand through promotional 
fares”. He added that the year-over-
year revenue growth in the segment 
was a result of “a combination of careful yield management for 
high-demand flights, as well as a higher ratio of passengers on 
medium- and long-range routes, including flights to/from Europe, 
the United States, and Hawaii”.

Both airlines recorded a double-digit drop in cargo revenues. ANA 
saw a nearly 20 percent year-over-year drop from US$714 million in 
the first half of FY2018 to US$581 million in the first half of this fiscal 
year. According to ANA’s investor presentation, the considerably 
worse performance was a result of “a decline in demand originat-
ing in Japan and overseas as a result of a slowdown in the global 
economy, caused by a number of factors including US-China trade 
issues”. JAL saw a 9 percent year-over-year decrease from US$453 
million to US$411 million due to similar reasons.

Separately, ANA Holdings also reported that its low-cost carrier 
(LCC) segment, consisting of Peach Aviation and Vanilla Air at the 
time, recorded US$421 million in revenue, a 4.6 percent year-over-
year decrease. The number of passengers carried by the two low-
cost carriers also dropped by 1.8 percent year-over-year from 4.06 
million in the first half of FY2018 to 3.99 million in the first half of 
FY2019. The lower performance was caused by a temporary decline 
in the number of flights. That, in turn, was caused by the integration 
of the two low-cost carriers, a process that was completed at the 
end of October 2019. The company explained that the number of 
flights was reduced due to “refurbishment being conducted on 

aircraft and training being given to flight personnel in preparation 
for the integration”.

On the other side of the equation, ANA and JAL recorded a no-
ticeable 4.7 percent and 3.9 percent increase in operating expenses 
respectively. In both cases, one of the main drivers behind the in-
creases were up-front costs related to the airlines’ planned interna-
tional expansion out of Tokyo, especially Haneda airport, in 2020. In 
addition to that, ANA’s maintenance expenses continue to be higher 
than usual due to its ongoing issues with Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 
engines. “The main reason for the increase in maintenance expenses 
is that engine issues with the Boeing 787 forced us to operate other 
aircraft at higher utilisation. This, in turn, increased the maintenance 
frequency for the engines on the aircraft,” said Katanozaka. The 
issues are being gradually resolved, though. “We are continuing to 
receive the parts from the engine maker as planned, and we aim 
to have all the aircraft back in service by the end of this fiscal year 
[March 31, 2020],” Katanozaka added.

While both ANA and JAL were expecting their operating expenses 
to increase due to their planned 2020 expansion, neither of them had 
anticipated the industry-wide challenges their revenue was affected 
by in the first half of FY2019 including the ongoing US-China trade 
war, political disputes between Japan and South Korea, and an-
ti-government protests in Hong Kong. Because of that, ANA lowered 
its revenue projection for the full year by 2.8 percent to US$19 billion 
and its operating profit projection by 15.2 percent to US$1.2 billion. 
JAL lowered its full year revenue forecast by 3 percent to US$13.85 
billion. However, it kept its operating profit forecast unchanged at 
US$1.5 billion. “We recognise that it is not easy to achieve the initial 
profit forecast of [US$1.5 billion], however, we will strive to improve 
our performance mainly through cutting our costs further to achieve 
the forecast,” said Yuji Akasaka, representative director and executive 
president of JAL.

In the second half of FY2019, the two airlines’ performance will 
continue to be affected by the industry-wide challenges as well as 
by expenses related to their preparations for international expan-
sion out of Tokyo enabled by the Japanese government awarding 
the two airlines a combined 25 new international daytime slots at 
Haneda airport. However, the slots, which will be available for use 
from March 2020, combined with the upcoming 2020 Tokyo Summer 
Olympics, should provide ANA and JAL with a noticeable boost in 
performance in the next fiscal year, FY2020. 

◀ ANA made efforts to capture Japanese leisure travel demand and 
trilateral demand with larger aircraft and promotional fares.

The main reason for the increase in maintenance expenses is 
that engine issues with the Boeing 787 forced us to operate 
other aircraft at higher utilisation. This, in turn, increased the 

maintenance frequency for the engines on the aircraft. 

SHINYA KATANOZAKA, ANA HOLDINGS
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WHEN THE VINGROUP says it plans to launch Vietnam’s sixth 
commercial airline, everyone’s taking the news seriously. The 
25-year-old company is “now completing plans” to start VinPearl 
Air, a company investor relations official told Asian Aviation. The 
launch is due in 2020, Vietnamese media say. A preparatory step, 
VinAviation School, kicked off classes in November to train pilots 
and mechanics, the official said.

The airline will probably prosper, despite fast-growing competition 
over the past decade, because of Vingroup’s scale as a conglomerate 
and nonstop growth in the Vietnamese civil aviation market, people 
who follow the country say.

Vingroup is already making a push into domestic industries that 
have proven tough for other domestic companies. For example, its 
subsidiary, VinSmart, has sold about 300,000 smartphones across 
5,200 stores and it ’s planning to expand capacity, though other 
handset developers have faded from the market. A second subsid-
iary, VinFast, boasts of selling sold 30,000 e-bikes despite higher 
price tags compared to gas-powered motorcycles and lack of a 
battery charging network.

“Keep in mind that a start-up airline entering a crowded market 
may not do that well, but if it has the backing of a larger, otherwise 
strong conglomerate, often the airline continues to pursue aggres-
sive expansion,” said Brendan Sobie, an independent aviation analyst 
in Singapore.

Some of Vingroup’s success derives from linking business units, 
including a point-system that gives discounts across product lines 
to loyal consumers, said Mike Lynch, managing director with SSI 
Institutional Brokerage in Ho Chi Minh City. The airline will probably 
fly people to its VinPearl hotels in destination cities such as the Me-
kong Delta city of Can Tho and Hai Phong, an industrial city trying to 
position itself as a hub for travel around northern Vietnam, Lynch said.

“Vingroup is an interesting company,” he said. “If they want to get 
into something, they’ll get into it. It’s going to be one of the leaders 
in anything they touch.”

Group revenues of about US$5.3 billion in 2018 and a profit of 
US$268 million after tax both marked increases over 2017, according 
to the latest full-year financial report.

VinPearl Air should find an especially safe place in Vietnam’s 
aviation market because so many people are flying now with signs 
that passenger counts will grow at least through 2030, market an-
alysts believe. Vietnam’s loads grew faster than the Asia average 
over the decade ending in 2018, business consultancy Dezan Shira 
& Associates said in a research note. The International Air Transport 
Association (IATA) forecasts that Vietnam will become the world’s 
fifth fastest-growing civil aviation market by 2035.

Foreign investors drawn to Vietnam by cheap labour occupy a lot 
of seats, as do their employees, partners and suppliers. Vietnamese 
tourists can visit 10 Southeast Asian countries visa-free, often now 
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Vietnam on 
tap for new 
carrier
There’s hardly anything the  

Vingroup won’t try. The Ho Chi Minh 

City-based conglomerate sells real 

estate, operates shopping centres, 

runs an e-bike factory and has its 

own university among 19 business 

units that all start with the word “Vin”, 

an abbreviation for its home country. 

Correspondent Ralph Jennings in 

Ho Chi Minh City takes a look at the 

company’s latest venture.

◀ VinAviation School kicked off classes in November to train pilots 
and mechanics.
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at budget carrier prices. In the 1980s, only a wealthy elite and 
government officials could afford air travel. That changed with 
rising incomes and the boom in budget airlines.

Vietnam saw 94 million passengers in 2017 including 13 
million foreign nationals, up 16 percent over 2016, the Dezan 
Shira note said. Inbound tourism reached 15.5 million arrivals 
in 2018, about 20 percent more than in 2017. Passenger loads should 
rise 8 percent over the decade to 2030, the note added.

A total population of nearly 97 million is still growing, and most 
people are under age 35, both assets to a new airline, said Mayur 
Patel, Asia regional sales director with the air travel intelligence 
firm OAG. “This opens up opportunities for airlines to seek new 
city-pairs to cater to the demands of the young travellers who are 
tech savvy thrill seekers who want to experience new culture and 
destinations,” Patel said.

But passenger loads are overcrowding the airport serving finan-
cial hub Ho Chi Minh City, said Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific chief 
economist at market research firm IHS Markit. The airport lacks 
space now to “cope with the huge boom in tourism” around Asia, 
Biswas said. It ’s designed for 25 million passengers per year but 
was processing 36 million as of 2018. The central government 
plans to open a new, US$800 million terminal for 20 million people, 
domestic media reports say.

Overcapacity now means a lot of planes park far from the terminal 
buildings and require bus rides. It could eventually mean that a new 
carrier such as VinPearl Air can’t get the slots it needs to develop, 
some analysts warn.

“I don’t want to sound too critical, as Vietnam is a larger and 
fast-growing market with a relatively bright outlook,” Sobie said. 
“It’s just a question of how many competitors are realistic over the 
long term and if the infrastructure challenges will be resolved or 
if they will impede growth, impacting all airlines but particularly 
the newer or smaller competitors as they lack scale and slots at 
the major airports.”

Two other Vietnamese airlines have quit operating over the past 
decade. The first, Indochina Airlines, stopped in 2009 because of 
unpaid debts and declining passenger loads. Years later, Air Mekong 
quit flying after it had overspent on maintenance and operations, 
domestic media say.

An airline in Vietnam ultimately needs to consider ways of taking 
passengers in “unserved markets” to new destinations, Patel said. 

Vingroup is an interesting company. If they 
want to get into something, they’ll get into it. 

MIKE LYNCH, SSI INSTITUTIONAL BROKERAGE
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